Seto Ohashi Bridge Sky Tour
May 18th, 2018
A bus will take you to Yoshima Parking Area, the starting point of Seto Ohashi Bridge Sky
Tour.

Yoshima
Parking Area

Starting point

This is the bridge you are going to visit.

Maintenance aisle
Abutment
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Main pillars

After looking at exhibited items (e.g. panels and a model used in wind tunnel test) while
hearing explanations in the abutment, you are going up in the elevator.

Maintenance aisle (east)

Maintenance aisle (west)

You are going to walk through the maintenance aisle (approx. 300 m) toward the main pillar.
The aisle has a metal grate floor through which you can see the sea from several dozen
meters high. JR Trains often pass by the side of aisle. If you have height or health concerns,
you can turn around here and go back to the starting point. Please let the staff member
know if you decide to do so.
The tour requires you to walk approx. 1 km in total going to the main pillar on the
maintenance aisle on the west side and coming back on the east side aisle.

The aisle above the sea

Train goes by the side of the aisle

You have to duck to go under the pillar.
Please take necessary caution not to hit
your head against the pillar.

The elevator will take you to the top of the bridge through the main pillar.
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Participants requirements
✽The tour is not recommended for participants who have fear of heights, fear of enclosed
spaces and hearts diseases.
✽Participants must be able to walk at least 2 km by themselves, climb up and down a
vertical ladder with 2 meters high and walk up and down stairs with 20 meters high.
✽The tour might be cancelled due to bad weather.
✽Participants must wear helmets and work gloves (both will be provided).
✽Participants in heels or skirts will be denied participation in the tour for safety reasons.
✽Participants are strongly advised not to carry anything in their pockets (especially chest
pockets) which doesn’t fully fit in them.
✽Recording devices such as cameras and mobile phones are allowed. Neck straps are
mandatory and will be provided.
✽Participants are strongly advised not to carry anything (e.g. watches, hearing aids,
accessories) which is at a risk of falling off.
✽For participants wearing glasses, safety cords are mandatory and will be provided.
✽Participants carrying backpacks or waist bags are strongly advised to make sure that the
opening(s) on the bag(s) is(are) closed securely to keep the contents from falling out.
✽Much of the tour involves walking above the sea and/or the road. In order to
prevent a serious accident, participants MUST NOT drop their belongings
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(occurrence of such incidents may result in cancellation of all future tours of the
bridge offered to the general public).
✽There are not restrooms along the tour route in the bridge. The tour will take about 90
min. Please make sure to go to the restroom before the tour. There are restrooms at the
Yoshima Parking Area.
✽During the tour, you will encounter steep stairs and areas that are slippery, or so narrow
that you could injure yourself by hitting your head against the walls if you are not careful.
Please make sure to follow the instructions given by the bridge staff.

No Skirts

Scenes from the tour:
Going up the top part of the bridge pillar
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On the top of the bridge pillar

If you bring a camera, a neck strap is necessary.
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Going down from the top of the bridge pillar

Enjoy the Seto Ohashi Bridge Sky Tour !
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